
 

Taare Zameen Par is a movie which shows a young boy's journey from a land of colors to a land devoid of color. For most children, school is an easy place to fit in and make friends. For Ishaan, who suffers from dyslexia, school is difficult and his classmates bully him. In desperation, his parents take him to see their friend Dr Jean D'Costa who helps teach Ishaan for three hours every day. The
professor is amused with his knack of guessing the right answer in every test. The movie is set in India around the year 1950, when India was emerging from colonial rule by the British. At that time, many Indians were leaving their homes to go to universities in England and America because of their dream of a better life. Many students were sent for years to study English and hide their native tongue
from all, since they did not want to be affected by it.

In 2007, Sony Pictures Entertainment announced a film adaptation of "Taare Zameen Par". The film stars newcomer Suraj Sharma as Ishaan Khurana, a boy with dyslexia who moves from London to Mumbai with his parents. While Ishaan's dyslexia makes his life difficult in London, it gives him a unique perspective on life in Mumbai. He sees the world differently from everyone around him,
because of the difficulties he faces. Ishaan Khurana is a young boy living with his family in London. While many people are intimidated by Ishaan's dyslexia, he has never felt that way about himself because he believes that being different is what makes him special. His father works at a nuclear research facility where nuclear weapons are developed while his mother stays at home taking care of her
children. His older brother, Nandu, is away at boarding school. Ishaan has a younger sister called Maya. As they are packing to move back to India with his father's new job, Ishaan sees Dr. Jean D'Costa training for a marathon. He catches her attention because he notices that she always answers questions right in the tests, earning him the nickname "Dr. Jeans". She teaches him about the English
alphabet and spelling words for three hours every day at home after school. As Ishaan gets used to living in India with his family, the changes are both good and bad for him. They move into a house in the city with many friends who are similar to Nandu's friends at boarding school. Ishaan meets Maya's new schoolmates and they quickly become best friends. He also has difficulties fitting in to his new
Indian classmates at school, because of the differences between his English and their Hindi. They also tease Ishaan about being "foreign" since he is not fluent in Hindi. Several people avoid him, but he still makes new friends like Nivedita Chatterjee (played by Amrita Arora), who becomes his first girlfriend.
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